
  

Care guide 
 Fringed Cockroach, Cosmozosteria sloanei

These attractively marked cockroaches are very distinctive, with their fringed margins 
contrasting against their deep red-brown colour. Both sexes have these markings but the 
young have bands of white-cream running across the body. 

Fringed Cockroaches are found in eucalypt woodland and grasslands in dryer margins of 
eastern Queensland. They most likely shelter by day in leaf litter and within grass tussocks, 
and emerge to feed at night. Their captive behaviour suggests that they possibly bask in 
sunlight within semi-sheltered positions. This species is wingless, so forages by wandering 
along the ground. It has quite a relaxed manner, and is not easily startled.

They seem to be opportunistic breeders, and will do so when conditions are favourable and 
food is available. Females will often bury their egg cases (oothecae) within sand to hide them 
from predators. The young hatch from the ootheca and disperse immediately with no parental 
care. 

Like other insects these cockroaches grow by shedding their outer skeleton (exoskeleton). 
This process is called ecdysis or moulting. Immediately after moulting they appear almost 
pale in colour until their new exoskeleton hardens and develops its true colour.

These cockroaches are scavengers and gleaners. Various food fragments are picked up as 
the cockroaches move around, and possibly include fungi, plant material (including pollen) 
and animal material (including dead insects).
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Care guide 
 Fringed Cockroach, Cosmozosteria sloanei

Food: Minibeast Wildlife's Orthopteran Food, Cockroach Food and Crushed Bee 
Pollen.  A small piece of chopped apple or cucumber is an excellent supplement, 
which can be offered weekly or more often if your cockroaches are regularly eating it.

Water: Lightly mist spray the enclosure once a day. This will keep the enclosure 
damp and maintain the humidity. The cockroaches drink from the moisture on the 
foliage and branches. You can also offer your cockroaches water within a small dish 
(bottle tops are ideal), filled with a sponge or cotton wool to hold the water and 
prevent drowning.
 
Enclosure: A medium sized terrarium with a floor size of approximately 25cm x 
15cm is suitable, more space is better. A shallow substrate (2-3cm) can be given and 
objects provided in the enclosure for the cockroaches to hide in and behind (keeping 
in mind that they like to climb). Flat pieces of wood or cardboard are suitable, 
providing they are secured and will not fall and crush your cockroaches. Keeping one 
end of the substrate moist (but not soaked) will give your cockroaches a range of 
conditions in which to live, and they will choose the most suitable zone.  The 
enclosure can be maintained at a moderate 18-25 degrees Celsius, however this 
hardy species will cope with both lower and higher temperatures.

**This species loves basking and thrives if given a heated basking site. 50W/12V 
dichroic globes are ideal for this – care must be taken to avoid fire hazards.  Your 
enclosure must be large enough to avoid over heating and should be made from 
glass/aluminium mesh to avoid heat damage. Do not use hot lamps in conjunction 
with plastic/acrylic terrariums as they will melt.

Life span: 1-2 years.

Handling: Although these insects cannot bite, they can at times scuttle quite quickly 
and unpredictably. Like many cockroaches, they can produce a pungent chemical 
smell which can be very intense at close range. Guiding them slowly into a sealable 
container is the ideal way of moving them around securely. 

Reproduction: Mixed sex groups can be kept together all year round, and will breed 
regularly if kept warm with plenty of food.  The oothecae will be secured onto the 
walls and structures within your enclosure. Incubation periods vary depending on the 
temperature of your enclosure, but are usually around 1-2 months. The oothecae 
may dehydrate if the enclosure is kept too dry.

Common issues: These cockroaches can climb smooth surfaces and can escape 
through small gaps if enclosure lids are not secure. Escape prevention in the form of 
a climbing inhibitor (canola oil, silicon spray, or Fluon) is recommended. Young 
cockroaches are very small and can escape easily if fine mesh (finer than standard 
fly mesh) is not placed on the enclosure.  Ideally oothecae can be moved into a 
separate enclosure with a fine screen to prevent the young escaping while they are 
small.

For more information contact Minibeast Wildlife at info@minibeastwildlife.com.au
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